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Introduction
Wind turbine generators, ranging in size from a few kilowatts to several megawatts,
are producing electricity both singly and in wind power stations that encompass hundreds
of machines. Many installations are in uninhabited areas far from established residences,
and therefore there are no apparent environmental impacts in terms of noise. There is,
however, the potential for situations in which the radiated noise can be heard by residents
of adjacent neighborhoods, particularly those neighborhoods with low ambient noise lev-
els. A widely publicized incident of this nature occurred with the operation of the
experimental MOD-1 2-MW wind turbine (described in detail in Kelley et al. [1985]). Sig-
nificant factors relevant to the potential environmental impact of wind turbine noise are
listed in Figure 7-1.
Noise sources Propaqation p_qth_ Receivers
• Aerodynamic • Distance • Ambient noise
• Mechanical • Wind gradients • Indoor/outdoor exposure
• Absorption • Building vibrations
• Terrain
Figure 7-1. Factors contributing to wind turbine noise
The noise produced by wind turbines ranges in frequency from low values that am
sometimes inaudible to higher values in the normal audible range [Kelley et al. 1985].
Although increased distance is beneficial in reducing noise levels, the wind can enhance
noise propagation in certain directions and impede it in others. A unique feature of wind
turbine noise is that it can result from essentially continuous periods of daytime and night-
time operation. This is in contrast to the more common aircraft and road traffic noises that
vary markedly as a function of time of day.
This chapter summarizes available information on the physical characteristics of the
noise generated by wind turbines and includes example sound pressure time histories,
narrow-band and broadband frequency spectra, and noise radiation patterns. This chapter
also reviews noise measurement standards, analysis technology, and a method for charac-
terizing the noise from wind turbines. Prediction methods are summarized for both the
low-frequency rotational harmonics and the broadband noise components caused by
inflow turbulence, and also for turbulent boundary layers on the blades and wakes from the
blade trailing edge. Also included are atmospheric propagation data that illustrate the
effects of distance and the effects of refraction caused by a vertical gradient in mean wind
speed for both upwind and downwind directions.
Perception thresholds for humans are defined for both narrow-band and broadband
spectra from systematic tests in the laboratory and from observations in the field. Also
summarized are structural vibrations and interior sound pressure levels, which could result
from the low-frequency noise excitation of buildings.
A bibliography is available that lists technical papers on all aspects of wind turbine
acoustics [-Hubbard and Shepherd 1988].
Characteristics of Wind Turbine Noise
Noise from wind turbines may be categorized as aerodynamic or mechanical in origin.
Aerodynamic noise components are either narrow-band (containing discrete harmonics) or
broadband (random) and are related closely to the geometry of the rotor, its blades, and
their aerodynamic flow environments. The low-frequency, narrow-band rotational com-
ponents typically occur at the blade passage frequency (the rotational speed times the num-
ber of blades) and integer multiples of this frequency. Of lesser importance for most
configurations are mechanical noise components from the operating bearings, gears, and
accessories.
Anexampleofaspectrumof windturbinenoiseisshowninFigure7-2.Thesedata,
whichweremeasured36mdownwindofavertical-axiswindturbine(VAWT),showthe
decreaseof soundpressurel velwithincreasingfrequency(ageneralcharacteristicof
windturbines).All soundpressurel velspresentedin thischapterarebasedonroot-mean-
square(RMS)valuesofpressure;theyarereferencedto2x 10-3Paandareaveragedover
30to 180seconds,dependingonthefrequencybandwidth.Thespectrumgenerallycon-
tainsbroadbandrandomnoiseofaerodynamicorigin,althoughdiscretecomponentsidenti-
fiedasmechanicalnoisefromthegearboxarealsoevident.Thebladepassagefr quencyis
readilyapparentinthetimehistoryillustratedinFigure7-2,asistherandomnatureofthe
emittedsounds.
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Figure 7-2. Typical narrow-band noise spectrum of a wind turbine, measured 36 m
from a VAWr generating 185 kW at a wind speed of 16.5 m/s (bandwidth = 2.5 Hz)
The many analytical and experimental acoustical studies conducted on horizontal-axis
wind turbines (HAWTs) indicate that for given geometrical and operational characteristics
(such as power output, rotor area, and tip speed) HAWTs with downwind rotors will gen-
erate more noise than will those with upwind rotors. This is because an additional noise
source in downwind rotors is introduced when the rotating blades interact with the aerody-
namic wake of the supporting tower.
Because very little information on the acoustics of VAWTs is currently available, it is
difficult to directly compare the noise-generation characteristics of HAWTs and VAWTs.
Example VAWT spectra, levels, and directivity data are contained in Kelley, Hemphill,
and Sengupta [1981] and Wehrey et al. [1987]. The blades of a VAWT interact with the
aerodynamic wake of the rotor's central column in a manner similar to the way that a
downwind HAWT rotor interacts with its tower wake, but at a greater distance relative to
the column diameter. Thus, the magnitude of the noise from a VAWT caused by this inter-
action is expected to be less than that of an equivalent downwind HAWT rotor and greater
than that of an upwind HAWT rotor. There is currently no detailed information available
describing other aerodynamic noise sources associated with VAWTs. Thus, to gain an
understanding of the acoustics of this type of turbine, additional studies are needed.
Blade Impulsive Noise
Impulsive noise is often associated with downwind rotors on HAWTs; in many cases,
it is the dominant noise component for that configuration. Figures 7-3(a) and (b) show
example sound pressure time histories for two different HAWTs with downwind rotors
[Shepherd, Willshire, and Hubbard 1988; Hubbard and Shepherd 1982]. Figure 7-3(a)
relates to a large-scale turbine with a 78.2-m-diameter rotor supported downwind of a
twelve-sided shell tower. Strong impulses are superposed on less intense broadband com-
ponents. The impulse noise arises from the blade's interaction with the aerodynamic wake
of the tower. As each blade traverses the tower wake, it experiences short-duration load
fluctuations caused by the velocity deficiency in the wake. These load fluctuations lead
directly to the radiated acoustic pulses. The acoustic pulses are all of short duration and
vary in amplitude as a function of time, This variation in amplitude is believed to result
from variations in the blade loadings caused by detailed differences in the time-varying
structure of the aerodynamic wake [Kelley et al. 1985].
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from two downwind-rotor HAWTSFigure 7-3. Sound pressure time histories
[Shepherd, Willshire, and Hubbard 1988; Hubbard and Shepherd 1982]. (a) 78.2-m-
diameter rotor, 2 blades, 2050-kW output, 30-rpm rotor speed, 200-m distance. (b) 17.6-m-
diameter rotor, 3 blades, 5-kW output, 72-rpm rotor speed, 30.5-m distance.
The same phenomena, differing only in detail, are illustrated in Figure 7-3(b). These
data relate to a smaU-scale turbine with a 17.6-m-diameter rotor supported downwind of a
three-legged open truss tower [Hubbard and Shepherd 1982]. Each blade passage produces
a three-peaked pulse as the blade interacts with the wakes of the three tower legs.
Experimental studies by Hubbard and Shepherd [1982] and Greene [1981] showed that the
character of the wake of a tower element can be altered to various degrees by adding such
modifications as strakes, screens, and vanes. Because some velocity deficiency remains in
the lee of the tower, it is inevitable that such modifications can ameliorate but not elimi-
nate the impulsive noise components.
Figure 7-4 compares narrow-band spectra for upwind-rotor and downwind-rotor
HAWTs along with their associated sound pressure time histories. The upwind rotor is
91 m in diameter and operates at a speed of 17.5 rpm. The downwind rotor is 78.2 m in
diameter and rotates at 30 rpm. Note that the upwind-rotor spectrum shows an amplitude-
modulated time history but without the sharp pressure peaks that are evident for the
downwind rotor. Although the two spectra have essentially the same shapes, the
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Figure 7-4. Narrow-band noise spectra from large-scale HAWTS with upwind and
downwind rotors (bandwidth = 2.5 Hz)
downwind-rotor spectrum shows generally higher noise levels because of the downwind
rotor's higher blade tip speed.
The lower-frequency portions of the spectra (Figure 7-4) were analyzed with a nar-
rower effective bandwidth resolution, and an expanded frequency scale is shown in Fig-
ure 7-5. Impulsive noises such as those illustrated in Figures 7-3(a) and 7-4 can be
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Figure %5. Low-frequency, narrow-band noise spectra from large-scale HAWTs with
upwind and downwind rotors (bandwidth = 0.25 Hz, distance = 150 m)
resolvedintotheirFouriercomponents,whicharepuretonesatthebladepassagefre-
quencyandintegerharmonicsofthisfrequency.Thesecomponentsareevidentinthelow-
frequencyportionofthedownwind-rotorspectrumofFigure7-5,whichshowsidentifiable
rotationalcomponentsouttoabout30Hz.The spectrum indicates a peak near 5 Hz and
then a general decrease as the frequency increases [Shepherd and Hubbard 1983].
Figure 7-6 illustrates the nature of the noise radiation patterns for low-frequency rota-
tional noise components. Shown are the results of simultaneous measurements of sound
pressure levels at a frequency of 8 Hz; the measurements were taken at a distance of 200 m
around the turbine. Acoustic radiations upwind and downwind are about equal and are
greater than that in the crosswind direction. The two patterns in Figure 7-6 provide a direct
comparison of measurements made at the same nominal wind conditions for daytime and
nighttime operation. The nighttime levels are generally lower than the daytime levels, and
the resulting radiation pattern generally appears as an acoustic dipole. The lower levels are
believed to result from a different atmospheric turbulence slructure during the night.
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Figure 7-6. Example radiation patterns for low-frequency rotational noise 200 m
from a large-scale HAWT (harmonic frequency = 8 Hz, wind speed = 7.2 m/s, power =
100 kW) [Shepherd, Willshire, and Hubbard 1988]
Kelley, Hemphill, and McKenna [1982] compare characteristic low-frequency noise
emissions from upwind-rotor HAWTs, downwind-rotor HAWTs, and a VAWT. These
comparisons are based on joint probability distributions of octave-band sound pressure
levels. The authors conclude that a downwind-rotor HAWT presents the highest probabil-
ity of emitting coherent low-frequency noise, although an upwind-rotor HAWT appears to
have the lowest probability of emitting such noise. The probability associated with a
VAWT providing coherent noise was found to be between the two HAWT probabilities.
Blade Broadband Noise
Broadband noise arises as the rotating blades interact with the wind inflow to the
rotor. It is a significant component for all configurations of rotors, regardless of whether
the low-frequency impulsive components are present. Broadband noise components ate
characterized by a continuous distribution of sound pressure with frequency and dominate
a typical wind turbine acoustic spectrum at frequencies above about 100 Hz.
Example broadband-noise radiation patterns for a large-scale HAWT are shown in
Figure 7-7. Data are included for one-third-octave bands with center frequencies of 100,
200, and 400 Hz. The band levels in the upwind and downwind directions are comparable
but generally higher than those in the crosswind direction. The general shapes of these pat-
terns are similar to those in Figure 7-6 for the low-frequency, rotational noise components
during the daytime.
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Figure 7-7. Example radiation patterns for broadband noise 200 m from a large-scale
HAWT (one-third-octave bands, wind speed = 12.1 m/s, power = 2050 kW) [Shepherd,
Willshire, and Hubbard 1988]
The one-third-octave band spectra of Figure 7-8 were obtained for wind speeds vary-
ing by a factor of two. At lower frequencies, dominated by the rotational harmonics, the
highest levels are shown to be associated with the highest wind speeds and the highest
power outputs. At higher frequencies, dominated by broadband components, there is no
clear trend in relation to wind speed. This result is in contrast to a scaling law given in
Sutherland, Mantey, and Brown [1987], in which the A-weighted sound pressure level
increases in proportion to the logarithm of the wind speed, and this is verified by data from
a group of several small wind turbines.
Figure 7-8 and the upper spectrum in Figure 7-4 both represent the acoustic output of
the same wind turbine. The higher sound pressure levels in Figure 7-8 are the typical result
of increasing the frequency bandwidth.
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Figure 7-8. Typical variation in noise spectra with power output and wind speed
200 m from a large-scale HAWT (78.2-m diameter, downwind rotor) [Shepherd,
Willshire, and Hubbard 1988]
Figures 7-9 and 7-10 contain measured data for several HAWTs of various sizes and
configurations [Shepherd, Willshire, and Hubbard 1988]. In Figure 7-9 [Hubbard and
Shepherd 1984], measured far-field data for several upwind-rotor turbines are adjusted to a
distance of 2.5 rotor diameters from the base of the tower and are plotted as one-third-
octave band spectra. The disk power densities (in W/m 2) and tip speeds for all of these
machines are comparable, and the spectra (adjusted for distance) are in general agreement
except at the lower frequencies. Comparable data are presented in Figure 7-10 for several
downwind rotors [Shepherd et al. 1988; Hubbard and Shepherd 1982; Shepherd and
Hubbard 1981; Lunggren 1984]; the results are similar. The variations in noise levels in
Figure 7-10 can be related to the variations in rotor tip speed, as noted in the legend. A ref-
erence line of -10 dB per decade is included to indicate roughly the rate at which the
broadband noise levels decrease as frequency increases.
Horizontal-axis turbines sometimes operate such that the wind direction is not aligned
with the rotor axis. The effects of nonalignment, or skew, on the generated noise have been
evaluated for a large-scale HAWT with a downwind rotor. Data are shown in Figure 7-11
for skew angles of 20* and 31 ° and are compared with sound pressure levels for 0* (no
skew). The band levels plotted are arithmetic averages of measured values in the upwind
and downwind quadrants. The obvious result is that sound pressure levels at low frequen-
cies are reduced as the skew angle increases. This would be expected because of the
reduced aerodynamic loading associated with an increased skew angle. At the higher fre-
quencies, there are some small increases in the sound pressure levels as the skew angle
increases. Such increases would be difficult to predict because the flow fields on the
blades are very complicated.
In some situations, small tabs or vortex generators were installed on the low-pressure
surfaces of both HAWT and VAWT blades to delay local stall and generally improve aero-
dynamic performance. Studies to evaluate the effects of vortex generators on noise radia-
tion show the effects to be insignificant [Hubbard and Shepherd 1984].
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Figure 7-9. Noise spectra from small- and large-scale HAWTs with upwind rotors
(downwind distance = 2.5 rotor diameters)
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Figure 7-10. Noise spectra from small-, intermediate-, and large-scale HAWTs with
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Lunggren 1984; Shepherd and Hubbard 1981; Hubbard and Shepherd 1982]
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Figure 7-11. Effect of skew angle on the noise spectra of a large-scale HAWT with a
downwind rotor [Shepherd, Willshire, and Hubbard 1988]
Noise from Aileron Control Surfaces
Some experimental HAWT blades have contained ailerons for speed and power con-
trol. Data for two different aileron configurations are given in Shepherd and Hubbard
[1984]. The unusually high noise levels observed in these tests are believed to result from
the excitation of internal cavity resonances in the blades by the external flow. Well-
designed aileron systems would not have this problem.
Machinery Noises
Most of the acoustic noise associated with the large HAWTs studied to date has been
aerodynamic in origin. Potential sources of mechanical noise, such as gears, bearings, and
accessories, have not been important. However, for some of the smaller HAWTs and some
VAWTs, gear noise can be an important component. Some straightforward approaches to
controlling gear noise could be to include noise and vibration specifications in the design
and to apply noise insulation around the gear box.
Narrow-band analyses of noise from a large HAWT (Figure 7-5) show identif'mble
components at the shaft speed of the generator (30 Hz) and at harmonics of this speed.
Because these components radiate generally perpendicular to the axis of rotation and are
not normally heard, they are of only secondary importance. Similarly, the cooling fan
noise noted in Figure 7-4 is not significant.
Predicting Noise from A Single Wind Turbine
Extensive research studies have been conducted to predict noise from isolated airfoils,
propellers, helicopter rotors, and compressors. Many of those f'mdings have helped identify
the significant noise sources of wind turbines and have helped develop methods for noise
prediction. This section summarizes the technology available for predicting the known
10
sourcesofwindturbinenoise,particularlytheaerodynamicsources,whicharebelievedto
bethemostimportant.
Rotational Harmonics
The generation of impulsive noise by a wind turbine is analogous to that of a propel-
ler, compressor, or helicopter rotor. Impulse noises like those shown in Figures 7-3 and 7-4
can be resolved into their Fourier components (Figure 7-5), which are at the blade passage
frequency and its integer multiples. For the example data, the harmonics occur at 1-Hz
intervals--the blade passage frequency of this turbine. The acoustic pulses arise from rap-
idly changing aerodynamic loads on the blades as they traverse the wake of the support
tower. The blades encounter localized flow deficiencies, which result in momentary fluctu-
ations in lift and drag. Lift and drag coefficients can be transformed into thrust and torque
coefficients, respectively, and can be used to determine the unsteady forces associated with
periodic variations in the wind velocity. These variations may occur within the tower
wake, as indicated schematically in Figure 7-3, or through wind shear.
Variations in blade force can be represented by complex Fourier coefficients modified
by the Sears function to determine the effects of unsteady aerodynamics on the airfoil. The
Sears function represents aerodynamic loading on a rigid airfoil passing through a sinusoi-
dal gust [Sears 1941]. Following the method presented in Viterna [1981], a general expres-
sion for the RMS sound pressure level of the nth harmonic can be derived in a form that
reduces to the following:
Pn -- KnNf2 _ { eim[(_-(x/'2)] Jx (KnRe sin T)
4_1
x (aT cos _-_R_m aQm) }
where
Pn = RMS sound pressure for the nth harmonic (N/m 2)
n = sound pressure harmonic number (n = 1, 2 .... )
Kn = nB_
ao (m-l)
B = number of blades
t2 = rotor speed (rad/s)
ao = speed of sound (m/s)
d = distance from the rotor (m)
m = blade loading harmonic index (m ..... -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 .... )
Jx = Bessel function of the first kind and of order x, in which x =nB - m
Re = effective blade radius (m)
T, _ = azimuth and altitude angles to the listener, referred to as the rotor
thrust vector (rad)
aT,a_h = complex Fourier coefficients for the thrust and torque forces (acting at R_),
respectively (N)
(7-1)
Note that each loading harmonic m on the blade, because of fluctuating air loads,
gives rise to more than one sound harmonic n in the radiation field.
For the special case in which the inflow to the rotor disk is uniform and the listener is
located in the plane of the axis, Eq. 7-1 reduces to
11
T nBQ
Pn-4ridKn'_f_ ( cosy-_--_--)JnB (I_aRe sin y) (7-2)
where T and Q are the total thrust (in N) and torque (in N-m) of the rotor, respectively.
Example Rotational Noise Calculations
Examples of sound pressure levels calculated by means of Eq. 7-1 are presented in
Vitema [1981] and are included in Figures 7-12 and 7-13. The calculations relate to the
following operating conditions of the MOD-1 HAWT:
rotor speed = 34.6 rpm
power output = 1500 kW
wind speed = 13.4 m/s
rotor diameter -- 61 m
hub height = 46 m
listener distance = 79 m and 945 m downwind from
the rotor
number of blades = 2
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Figure 7-12. Measured and calculated rotational noise spectra 79 m downwind of the
MOD-1 HAWT (rotor diameter = 61 m, wind speed = 13.4 m/s, power output = 1500 kW)
[Vitema 1981]
The velocity deficiency behind the support tower was assumed to be 20% over a rotor
disk azimuth angle of 20*.
Figure 7-12 compares calculated and measured sound pressure levels of the first
50 rotational harmonics for the MOD-1 downwind rotor. The calculations predict the max-
imum levels quite well, as well as the general shape of the spectrum. Other calculations
[-Vitema 1981] suggest that the maximum levels of the rotational harmonics occur in the
upwind and downwind directions, while the minimum levels occur in the crosswind direc-
tions. Note that the calculation procedure presented in Eq. 7-1 has been validated for the
MOD-1 and WTS-4 machines. Alternative methods for predicting the magnitude of
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Figure 7-13. Calculated envelopes of rotational noise spectra for various wind inflow
conditions 945 m downwind of the MOD-I HAWT (rotor diameter = 61 m, wind speed
= 13.4 m/s, power output = 1500 kW) [Viterna 1981]
rotational harmonics are discussed, and pertinent results are presented in Kelley et al.
[1985]; Meijer and Lindblad [1983]; Greene and Hubbard [1980]; Martinez, Widnall, and
Harris [1982]; George [1978]; and Lowson [1970].
Calculations made with Eq. 7-2 were compared with those for a nonuniform wind
inflow, and the results are shown in Figure 7-13. For a uniform flow field, the fundamental
rotational harmonic is relatively strong but all higher harmonics are weak. A similar result
is obtained when the rotor operates in a shear flow that produces a once-per-revolution
variation of inflow velocity at each blade. When tower wake effects are added, however,
the levels of the higher frequencies are greatly enhanced.
These results suggest that both configuration and siting effects are significant in the
rotational noise generation of wind turbines. For example, the tower wake of both VAWTs
and downwind-rotor HAWTs can greatly enhance the strength of the rotational noise har-
monics. Other deviations in wind inflow from a uniform velocity over the disk may also
enhance the strength of the rotational harmonics for all rotor configurations. Flow devia-
tions may be caused by the vertical wind velocity gradient in the earth's boundary layer
and may be exaggerated by atmospheric turbulence or terrain features that can impose
additional velocity gradients on the inflow.
Broadband Noise Components
Extensive research on propellers, helicopter rotors, compressors, and isolated airfoils
has provided a wealth of background information and experience for predicting broadband
noise for wind turbine rotors. The main noise sources have been identified, prediction
techniques have been described, and comparisons have been made with available
experimental data [George and Chou 1984; Glegg, Baxter, and Glendinning 1987;
13
Grosveld 1985]. Measurements to date indicate three main sources of broadband noise in
wind turbine rotors:
1. Aerodynamic loading fluctuations caused by inflow turbulence interacting with
the rotating blades
2. The turbulent boundary-layer flow over the airfoil surface interacting with the
blade trailing edge
3. Vortex shedding caused by the bluntness of the trailing edge.
These sources of broadband noise are illustrated in Figure 7-14, along with their
sound power dependencies, def'mitions of critical dimensions, and flow velocities
[Grosveld 1985].
Sound power
Source Parameters dependence
Inflow V _'_5 V4 (_2,_ c
turbulence --_
a
Interaction
between turbulent V
boundary layer and
blade trailing edge
Bluntness of V
trailing edge
Vs 5.Z.
Vs-3t
= length of blade element
Figure 7-14. Sources of wind turbine broadband noise [Grosveld 1985]
Another possible source of broadband noise is that of tip vortex formation. Based on
the experimental data of isolated airfoils and rotors [George and Chou 1984; Brooks and
Marcolini 1986], this source is expected to be of secondary importance relative to the three
listed. However, unusual geometries, such as those associated with tip control surfaces,
could result in significantly more radiated noise.
Inflow Turbulence Noise
As the wind turbine blades move through the air, they encounter atmospheric turbu-
lence that causes variations in the local angle of attack, which in turn causes fluctuations in
the lift and drag forces. The length scales and intensities are a function of local atmo-
spheric and site conditions and are different at different heights above the ground [Kelley
et al. 1987]. The following expression for HAWT rotor noise induced by inflow turbu-
lence is based on the work presented in Grosveld [1985]:
and
SPL1/3 (f) = 10 loglo [B sin 2 Oi32 C0. 7 Ro2 Vo.74/(d2ao2)] + Ka (7-3)
fpeak = SV0.7/( h" 0.7R) (7-4)
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where
SPL1/3 = one-third-octave band sound pressure level (dB)
f = band center frequency (Hz)
t9 = angle between the rotor-hub-to-receiver line and its vertical projection in the
rotor plane (rad)
p = air density (kg/m 3)
c0.7 = rotor blade chord at 0.7 radius (m)
R = rotor radius (m)
02 = mean square of turbulence (m2/s 2)
V0.7 = blade forward speed at 0.7 radius, 0.7 R_ (m/s)
t2 = rotor speed
Ka = frequency-dependent scaling factor (dB, Figure 7-15)
freak = frequency at which Ka is maximum (I-Iz, Figure 7-15)
S = constant Strouhal number, 16.6
h = hub height
A peak in the frequency domain is obtained when f reaches fpeak, which corresponds
to the maximum value of Ks(f) in Figure 7-15. Inherent in the derivation of Eq. 7-3 are the
assumptions that the turbulence is isotropic and the atmosphere is neutrally stable within
the vertical layer occupied by the rotor. In addition, the source is considered to be a point
dipole at hub height, and the wavelength of the radiated sound is much shorter than the
distance to the receiver. The frequency-dependent scaling factor in Figure 7-15 has been
determined empirically from measured frequency spectra for a rotor from which the noise
is largely caused by inflow turbulence.
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Noise from the Interaction of the Turbulent Boundary Layer and the Blade Trailing
Edge
Noise is generated by the convection of the blade's attached turbulent boundary layer
into the wake of the airfoil. This is a major noise source for helicopter rotors, and the stud-
ies of Schlinker and Amiet [1981] have been adapted to wind turbine rotors. The resulting
expression [Grosveld 1985] for an airfoil section is as follows:
SPLlrz(f) = 10 log10 { VSrB D_2_I S_max)' [ S_ax)t's + 0.5]-4 } + Kbro (7-5)
where
V r = resultant velocity at blade element (m/s)
sin 2 (0/2)
D = directivity factor, (1 + M cos 0) [1 + (M - Me) cos 0]
0 = angle between the source-to-receiver line and its vertical projection in the rotor
plane (rad)
M = airfoil Mach number, Vgao
M c = convection Mach number, 0.8 M
0.37 c
= boundary layer thickness, _ (m)
c = blade chord (m)
Rn = Reynolds number, Vrc
"o
v = kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
1 = length of the blade element (m)
ro = distance between the source and the receiver (m)
S = Strouhal number, f_
Vr
Sma x = 0.1
K b = constant scaling factor, 5.5 dB
Sound pressure levels are obtained by integrating contributions of all acoustic sources
over the length of the blade.
Noise from Vortex Shedding at the Trailing Edge
Another noise source at the trailing edge of the airfoil is associated with vortex shed-
ding caused by the bluntness of the trailing edge. This phenomenon is analogous to the
shedding noise from wings with blunt trailing edges, as well as isolated airfoils, flat plates,
and struts [Schlinker and Amiet 1981; Brooks and Hodgson 1980]. The expression derived
in Grosveld [1985] for the noise from a blunt trailing edge is as follows:
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B Vr5'3 tl sin 2 (0/2) sin 2 V "_SPLl/'3(f) = 10 logl0 (1 + M cos 0) 3 [1 + (M-Me) cos 0] 2 r2° / + Kc (7-6)
and
wh_e
t=
V =
0.1 Vr (7-7)fpeak - t
trailing edge thickness (m)
angle between the source-to-receiver line and its horizontal projection in the
rotor plane (rad)
= frequency-dependent scaling factor (dB, Figure 7-15)
The corresponding Ke has its maximum value when f reaches freak (Figure 7-15).
Once again, sound pressure levels are obtained by integrating the contributions of all
acoustic sources over the length of the blade.
Example Calculations of Broadband Noise
Figure 7-16 illustrates the relative contributions of the broadband noise components
calculated by using the methods of Grosveld [1985] for a large-scale HAWT with an
upwind rotor. The calculations are in the form of one-third-octave band speclxa for each of
the broadband components identified. Also included is the summation of the components.
As shown in Figure 7-16, inflow turbulence contributes noise over the whole frequency
range and dominates the spectrum at frequencies below about 500 Hz. Effects of
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Figure 7-16. Relative contributions of broadband noise sources to the total noise spec-
trum calculated for a large-scale HAWT [Grosveld 1985]
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boundary-layerinteractionalsocontributenoiseover a wide frequency range but are most
significant at higher frequencies. On the other hand, the noise spectrum of the trailing edge
wake is sharply peaked; the maximum for the example turbine is near 1250 Hz.
Figure 7-17 presents sound pressure levels calculated by using the methods of
Grosveld and compares them with acoustic far-field measurements for a large, upwind-
rotor HAWT and two different downwind-rotor HAWTs. Good agreement is shown in all
cases. Note that the validation of Eqs. 7-3 to 7-7 has been limited to acoustic radiation in
the upwind and downwind directions only.
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Figure 7.17. Measured and calculated broadband noise spectra downwind of various
HAWTs [Grosveld 1985]
An alternative broadband-noise-prediction scheme is proposed in Glegg, Baxter, and
Glendinning [1987] and includes unsteady lift noise, unsteady thickness noise, trailing
edge noise, and noise from separated flows. Inflow turbulence at the rotor must be speci-
fied to predict unsteady lift and thickness noises. Using the turbulence data associated with
the atmospheric boundary layer as input yielded poor agreement between calculated and
measured noise levels. Thus, Glegg, Baxter, and Glendinning [1987] hypothesized that
there was an additional source of turbulence: that each blade ran into the tip vortex shed by
the preceding blade. Note that Grosveld [1985] also used atmospheric boundary layer tur-
bulence but found that better agreement with acoutic measurements required an empirical
turbulence model. The boundary layer and trailing edge noise formulations of Glegg,
Baxter, and Glendinning [1987] and Grosveld [1985] both share the same theoretical back-
ground and therefore should give the same results.
Noise Propagation
A knowledge of the manner in which sound propagates through the atmosphere is
basic to the process of predicting the noise fields of single and multiple machines.
Although much is known about sound propagation in the atmosphere, one of the least
18
understoodfactorsis theeffectof thewind.Included here are brief discussions of the
effects of distance from various types of sources, the effects of such atmospheric factors as
absorption in air and refraction caused by sound speed gradients, and terrain effects.
Distance Effects
Point Sources
When there is a nondirectional point source as well as closely grouped, multiple point
sources, spherical spreading may be assumed in the far radiation field. Circular wave
fronts propagate in all directions from a point source, and the sound pressure levels decay
at the rate of-6 dB per doubling of distance in the absence of atmospheric effects. The lat-
ter decay rate is illustrated by the straight line in Figure 7-18. The dashed curves in the fig-
ure represent increased decay rates associated with atmospheric absorption at frequencies
significant for wind turbine noise.
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Figure 7-18. Decrease in sound pressure levels of pure tones as a function of distance
from a point source [ANSI 1978]
Line Sources
For an infinitely long line source, the decay rate is only -3 dB per doubling of dis-
tance, compared with the -6 dB per doubling of distance illustrated in Figure 7-18. Such a
reduced decay rate is sometimes observed for sources such as trains and lines of vehicles
on a busy road. Some arrays of multiple wind turbines in wind power stations may also
behave acoustically like line sources.
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Atmospheric Factors
Absorption in Air
As sound propagates through the atmosphere, its energy is gradually converted to heat
by a number of molecular processes such as shear viscosity, thermal conductivity, and
molecular relaxation, and thus atmospheric absorption occurs. The curves in Figure 7-19
were plotted from ANSI values [1978] and show changes in atmospheric abso_tion as a
function of frequency. In these examples, the ambient temperature varied from 0 to 20 C
and the relative humidity varied from 30% to 70%. The atmospheric absorption is
relatively low at low frequencies, increasing rapidly as a function of frequency.
Atmospheric absorption values for other conditions of ambient temperature and relative
humidity can be obtained from the ANSI tables; these values follow the general trend
shown in Figure 7-19.
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Refraction Caused by Wind and Temperature Gradients
Refraction effects arising from the sound speed gradients caused by wind and temper-
ature can cause nonuniform propagation as a function of azimuth angle around a source.
Figure 7-20 is a simple illustration of the effects of atmospheric refraction, or bending of
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Figure 7-20. Effects of wind-induced refraction on acoustic rays radiating from an
elevated point source [Shepherd and Hubbard 1985]
sound rays, caused by a vertical wind-shear gradient over flat, homogeneous terrain for an
elevated point source. Note that in the downwind direction the wind gradient causes the
sound rays to bend toward the ground, whereas in the upwind direction the rays curve
upward away from the ground. For high-frequency acoustic emissions, this causes greatly
increased attenuation in a shadow zone upwind of the source, but little effect downwind.
The attenuation of low-frequency noise, on the other hand, is reduced by refraction in the
downwind direction, with little effect upwind.
The distance from lhe source to the edge of the shadow zone is related to the wind-
speed gradient and the elevation of the source. In a 10- to 15-m/s wind, for a source height
from 40 to 120 m above flat, homogeneous terrain, the horizontal distance from the source
to the shadow zone was calculated to be approximately five times the height of the source
[Shepherd and Hubbard 1985].
Attenuation exceeding that predicted by spherical spreading and atmospheric absorp-
tion can be found in the shadow zone. This attenuation is frequency-dependent, and the
lowest frequencies are the least attenuated. Figure 7-21 presents an empirical scheme for
estimating attenuation in the shadow zone, based on information in Piercy, Embleton, and
Sutherland [1977]; SAE [1966]; and Daigle, Embleton, and Piercy [1986]. The estimated
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Figure 7-21. Empirical model for estimating the extra attenuation of noise in the
shadow zone upwind of an elevated point source (s = 5h, 40 _<h < 120 m, where h =
source elevation) [Shepherd and Hubbard 1985]
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extra attenuation (Ae in Figure 7-21) is assumed to take place over a distance equal to
twice that from the source to the edge of the shadow zone. The predicted decay in the
sound pressure level from the source to the edge of the shadow zone is caused by atmo-
spheric absorption [ANSI 1978] and spherical spreading. Within the shadow zone, extra
attenuation should be added as estimated according to Figure 7-2I.
Note that vertical temperature gradients, which are also effective sound speed gradi-
ents, will normally also be present. These will add to or subtract from the effects of wind
that are illustrated in Figure 7-21. Effects of wind gradient will generally dominate those
of temperature gradients in noise propagation from wind power stations.
Distributed Source Effects
Because of their large rotor diameters, some wind turbines exhibit distributed source
effects relatively close to the machines. Only when listeners are at distances from the tur-
bines that are large in relation to the rotor diameter does the rotor behave acoustically as a
point source. As indicated in Figure 7-22, distributed source effects are particularly impor-
tant in the upwind direction. In this figure, sound pressure levels in the 630-Hz, one-third-
octave band are presented as a function of distance in the downwind, upwind, and
crosswind directions. The measured data agree well with the solid curves, which represent
spherical spreading and atmospheric absorption in the downwind and crosswind directions.
In the upwind direction, however, the measured data fall below the solid curve; this
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Figure 7-22. Measured and calculated sound pressure levels in three directions from a
large-scale HAWT (one-third-octave band = 630 Hz, rotor diameter = 78.2 m) [Shepherd
and Hubbard 1985]
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indicates the presence of a shadow zone. An improvement in predicting upwind sound
pressure levels is obtained when the noise source is modeled as being distributed over the
entire rotor disk. Each part of the disk is then considered to be a point source, and attenua-
tion is estimated by means of the empirical model shown in Figure 7-21. The resulting pre-
dictions are shown as the dashed curve of Figure 7-22 and are in good agreement with the
sound measurements upwind of the turbine. In the downwind and crosswind directions,
point-source and distributed-source models result in identical calculations of sound pres-
sure levels.
Channeling Effects at Low Frequencies
Figure 7-23 illustrates the special case of propagation of low-frequency rotational-
harmonics when the atmospheric absorption and extra attenuation in the shadow zone are
very small. Measured sound pressure levels are shown as a function of distance for both
the upwind and downwind directions. For comparison, the curves representing decay rates
of -6 dB and -3 dB per doubling of distance are also included. Note that in the upwind
case the sound pressure levels tend to foUow a decay rate of -6 dB per doubling of dis-
tance, which is equal to the rate for spherical spreading. No extra attenuation from a
shadow zone was measured.
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harmonic noise from a large-scale HAWT (harmonics with frequencies from 8 to 16 Hz,
rotor diameter = 78.2 m) [Willshire and Zorumski 1987]
In the downwind direction, the sound pressure levels tend to follow a decay rate of
-3 dB per doubling of distance, similar to that for cylindrical spreading. This reduced
decay rate in the downwind direction at very low frequencies is believed to result from
atmospheric refraction, which introduces a channeling sound path in the lower portions of
the earth's boundary layer [Willshire and Zorumski 1987; Thomson 1982; Hawkins 1987].
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Terrain Effects
Terrain effects include ground absorption, reflection, and diffraction. Furthermore,
terrain features may cause complex wind gradients, which can dominate noise propagation
to large distances [Kelley et al. 1985; Thompson 1982]. Wind turbines are generally
located in areas devoid of trees and other large vegetation. Instead, ground cover usually
consists of grass, sagebrush, plants, and low shrubs, which are minor impediments to noise
propagation except at very high frequencies. At frequencies below about 1000 Hz, the
ground attenuation is essentially zero.
Methods are available for calculating the attenuations provided by natural barriers
such as rolling terrain, which may interrupt the line of sight between the source and the
receiver [Piercy and Embleton 1979]. However, very little definitive information is avail-
able regarding the effectiveness of natural barriers in the presence of strong, vertical wind
gradients. Piercy and Embleton [1979] postulate that the effectiveness of natural barriers in
attenuating noise is not reduced under conditions of upward-curving ray paths (as would
apply in the upwind direction) or under normal temperature-lapse conditions. However,
under conditions of downward-curving ray paths, as in downwind propagation or during
temperature inversions (which are common at night), the barrier attenuations may be
reduced significantly, particularly at large distances.
Predicting Noise from Multiple Wind Turbines
Methods are needed to predict noise from wind power stations made up of large num-
bers of machines, as well as for a variety of configurations and operating conditions. This
section reviews the physical factors involved in making such predictions and presents the
results of calculations that illustrate the sensitivity of radiated noise to various geometric
and propagation parameters. A number of valid, pertinent, simplifying assumptions are
presented. A logarithmic wind gradient is assumed, with a wind speed of 9 rn/s at hub
height. Flat, homogeneous terrain, devoid of large vegetation, is also assumed. Noises
from multiple wind turbines ate assumed to add together incoherently, that is, in random
phase.
Noise Sources and Propagation
Reference Spectrum for a Single Wind Turbine
The most basic information needed to predict noise from a wind power station is the
noise output of a single turbine. Its noise spectrum can be predicted from knowledge of the
geometry and operating conditions of the machine [Viterna 1981; Glegg, Baxter, and
Glendinning 1987; Grosveld 1985], or its spectrum can be measured at a reference dis-
tance. Figures 7-9 and 7-10 are examples of spectral data for HAWTs. Also shown in Fig-
ure 7-10 is a hypothetical spectrum used in subsequent example calculations to represent a
HAWT with a 15-m rotor diameter and a rated power of approximately 100 kW. The
example spectrum is the solid line with a decrease of 10 dB per decade in sound pressure
level with increasing frequency. This spectral shape is generally representative of the aero-
dynamic noise radiated by wind turbines. However, predictions for a specific wind power
station should be based, if possible, on data for the particular types of turbines in the
station.
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Directivlty of the Source
Measurements of aerodynamic noise for a number of large HAWTs (for example,
Kelley et al. [1985]; Hubbard and Shepherd [1982]; and others listed in the bibliography)
indicate that the source directivity depends on specific noise-generating mechanisms. For
broadband noise sources, such as inflow turbulence and interactions between the blade
boundary layer and the blade trailing edge, the sound pressure level contours at close dis-
tances are approximately circular. Lower-frequency, impulsive noise, which results when
the blades interact with the tower or central column wake, radiates most strongly in the
upwind and downwind directions.
Although there is one prevailing wind direction at most wind turbine sites, it is not
uncommon for the wind vector to vary 90* in azimuth angle during normal operations.
Therefore, one of the simplifying assumptions made in the calculations that follow is that
each individual machine behaves like an omnidirectional source.
Considerations for Frequency Weighting
A-weighted sound pressure levels, expressed in dB(A), are in widespread use in eval-
uating the effects of noise on communities [Pearsons and Bennett 1974]. Figure 7-24
shows the results of applying this descriptor. The assumed single-turbine reference spec-
u'um, at a distance of 30 m from the machine, is reproduced from Figure 7-10 as the solid
line. The equivalent A-weighted spectrum at the same distance is shown as the upper
dashed curve. This particular weighting emphasizes the higher frequencies and deem-
phasizes the lower frequencies according to the sensitivity of the human ear. As distances
increase, as illustrated in the other dashed curves, atmospheric absorption causes the levels
of the higher-frequency components to decay faster than those of the lower frequencies
(see Figure 7-19). The result is that the midrange frequencies (100 to 1000 Hz) tend to
dominate the A-weighted spectrum at large distances. Frequencies higher than 1000 Hz
will generally not be important considerations at large distances because of the effects of
atmospheric absorption. Frequency components below about 100 Hz may not be
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significantin termsofaudiblenoise, but they can be significant in terms of such indirect
effects as noise-induced building vibrations.
Arrangement of Wind Power Stations
A basic geometric arrangement of wind turbines was assumed to represent an example
wind power station (shown in Figure 7-25). The station consists of 31 turbines per row.
Each machine produces approximately 100 kW of power, and the rotor diameter is 15 m.
The spacing between turbines is 30 m, the row length is 900 m, and the spacing between
rows is 200 m. The basic four-row configuration in Figure 7-25 was perturbed to investi-
gate the effects of such variables as the number of rows, row and turbine spacing, row
length, and turbine power rating.
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Figure 7-25. Layout of wind turbines in the example wind power station [Shepherd
and Hubbard 1986]
Absorption and Refraction
These example calculations assumed an ambient temperature of 20°C and a relative
humidity of 70%. From the data in Figure 7-19, assumed values of atmospheric absorption
of 0, 0.10, 0.27, and 0.54 dB per 100 m correspond roughly to one-third-octave band cen-
ter frequencies of 50, 250, 500 and 1000 Hz, respectively, for these temperature and
humidity conditions. These frequencies were chosen because they encompass the range of
frequencies considered important in evaluating the perception of wind turbine noise in
adjacent communities [Shepherd and Hubbard 1986].
Calculation Methods
The method presented here for calculating the sound pressure level from incoherent
addition is a sum of the random-phase multiple noise sources at any arbitrary receiver
distance. This method assumes that each source radiates equally in all directions. Attenua-
tion caused by atmospheric absorption is included; propagation is over fiat, homogeneous
terrain; and there is a logarithmic wind-speed gradient. The method has no limitations on
the number of wind turbines or their geometric arrangements. The required input is a refer-
ence sound-pressure-level spectrum Lo(f), either narrow-band or one-third-octave band,
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for a single wind turbine. This spectrmn can be measured or predicted for a reference dis-
tance from the rotor hub of approximately 2.5 times the rotor diameter.
The sound pressure level received from an individual wind turbine in the array in a
given frequency band can be calculated with the following equation:
Ln(fi) = Lo(fi) - 20 logl0 (dn/do) - cz(dn - do)/100 (7-8)
where
Ln(f0
n
N
fi
Lo(f0
c_
do
= sound pressure level from the nth wind turbine (dB)
= wind turbine index (1, 2..... N)
= number of wind turbines in the array
= center frequency of the ith band (Hz)
= reference sound pressure level in the ith frequency band from a single wind
turbine at the reference distance (riB)
= distance from the nth turbine to the receiver (m)
= reference turbine-to-receiver distance (m)
= atmospheric absorption rate (dB per 100 m)
The total sound pressure level, from all wind turbines in the array in the ith frequency
band, is then calculated as follows:
SPLtot(fi) = 10 lOgl0 _ 10Ln(fi)¢l° (7-9)
n
This procedure can be repeated for all frequency bands to provide a predicted spec-
trum of sound pressure level at the receiver location. Noise measures such as the
A-weighted sound pressure level may also be calculated by adding the A-weighting cor-
rections at each frequency to the values of Ln(fi) or SPI-,tot(f'Oin Eqs. 7-8 and 7-9. If the
sources are arranged in rows, the required computations can be reduced by using the sim-
plified procedures of Shepherd and Hubbard [1986].
Examples of Calculated Noise for Wind Power Stations
A series of parametric calculations of unweighted sound pressure levels was per-
formed based on the array of Figure 7-25 and systematic variations of that array [Shepherd
and Hubbard 1986]. The receiver is assumed to be on a line of symmetry either in the
downwind, upwind, or crosswind direction.
Effect of Distance from a Single Row
Figure 7-26 shows calculated sound pressure levels for one row of the example wind
power station, as a function of downwind distance for various rates of atmospheric
absorption. Also shown are reference decay rates of -3 dB and -6 dB per doubling of
distance. For an atmospheric absorption rate of zero, the decay rate is always less than that
for a single point source (Figure 7-18). At intermediate distances, the row of turbines acts
as a line source, for which the theoretical decay rate is -3 dB per doubling of distance or
-10 dB per decade of distance. Only at distances greater than one row length (900 m) does
the decay rate approach the single-point-sottrc¢ value of -6 dB per doubling of distance
(-20 dB per decade). Decay rates increase as the absorption coefficient increases.
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Figure 7-26. Calculated noise propagation downwind of a single row of wind turbines
in the example array for four atmospheric absorption rates [Shepherd and Hubbard
1986]
Effect of Multiple Rows
Figure 7-27 presents the results of sound-pressure-level calculations that were made
for one, two, four, and eight rows of wind turbines; this illuslrates the effects of progres-
sively doubling the number of machines for a constant turbine spacing. At zero atmo-
spheric absorption, and at receiver distances that are large relative to the array dimensions,
a doubling of the number of rows results in an increase of 3 dB in the sound pressure level.
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Figure 7.27. Calculated noise propagation downwind of various numbers of rows of
wind turbines in the example array [Shepherd and Hubbard 1986]. (a) without atmo-
spheric absorption. Co) ¢x= 0.54 dB/100 m.
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Thissimplyreflectsa doublingof acousticpower. At shorter distances, the closest
machines dominate and the additional rows result in only small increments in the sound
pressure level.
For nonzero atmospheric absorption, the effect of additional rows is less significant at
all receiver distances. Doubling the number of rows results in an increase in the sound
pressure level of less than 3 dB.
Figure 7-28 shows similar data for two different row lengths. For these comparisons,
the turbine spacing is constant and the row lengths are doubled by doubling the number of
machines per row. When the receiver is at shorter distances, the predicted sound pressure
levels are equal because of the equal turbine spacing. At longer distances, the levels for the
double-length row are higher by 3 dB because the acoustic power per row is doubled.
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Figure 7-28. Calculated noise propagation downwind of wind turbines in rows of two
different lengths (_t = 0.54 dB/100 m) [Shepherd and Hubbard 1986]
Computations were also made [Shepherd and Hubbard 1986] for a configuration sim-
ilar to that of Figure 7-25, except that the row spacing was reduced from 200 m to 100 m.
At all distances to the receiver, the computed sound pressure levels were higher for this
more compact array.
Effect of Turbine Rated Power
Shepherd and Hubbard [1986] calculate the effect of the turbine's rated power on
noise emissions by increasing the power of each turbine and the total station power. The
turbine and row spacings were adjusted from those of Figure 7-25 to more appropriate val-
ues for larger machines (four times the rated power). Sound pressure levels from rows of
16 400-kW wind turbines were compared with levels from the same number of rows of
31 100-kW machines. This approximately doubled the rated power of the station. The ref-
erence spectrum for the larger turbines was assumed to have the same shape as that of the
smaller turbines (Figure 7-10), although the levels were all 6 dB higher. This implies four
times the acoustic power for four times the rated power. The computed sound pressure lev-
els are 3 dB higher for the array of larger turbines because the acoustic power is doubled
for each row of the array. Different results would be obtained if the reference spectra of
the two sizes of turbines had different shapes.
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Directivity Considerations for a Wind Power Station
Although the individual turbines have been treated as if they radiate sound equally in
all directions, an array of such sources may not have uniform directivity characteristics.
Figure 7-29 compares the predicted sound pressure levels for two array configurations as
received from two different directions. Calculations are presented for a receiver located
downwind on the line of symmetry perpendicular to the rows and for a receiver located
crosswind on the line of symmetry parallel to the rows. For the case of one row of turbines,
the crosswind sound pressure level is predicted to be about 5 dB lower than the downwind
level near the turbines, and only about 2 dB lower in the far field. For an array with eight
rows, the crosswind sound pressure level is only 3 dB lower near the turbines, and there is
little directivity once the receiver distance exceeds 300 m. Downwind levels are higher
close to the eight-row array because the turbine spacing in the row is less than the row
spacing.
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Figure 7-29. Calculated noise propagation downwind and crosswind of single and
multiple rows of wind turbines in the example array (_ = 0.54 dB/100 m) [Shepherd and
Hubbard 1986]
Complete contours of sound pressure level around a wind power station were
estimated (Figure 7-30). The array geometry was five rows of 31 machines each, spaced as
shown in Figure 7-25. This gives an approximately square army. Figure 7-30 shows pre-
dicted contours for sound pressure levels of 40, 50, and 60 dB for an atmospheric
absorption of 0.54 dB/100 m (which corresponds to a frequency of 1000 Hz at 20°C and
70% relative humidity). Assuming a hub-height wind speed of 9 m/s, the distances to con-
tours in the upwind direction are greatly reduced. These upwind contours are derived from
computed distances to the acoustic shadow zone and the extra attenuation that occurs
within this zone (see Figure 7-21). An acoustic shadow zone forming upwind of the array
results in greatly reduced distances to particular noise level contours for all frequencies
above about 60 Hz. The dashed curve in Figure 7-30 shows the location of the 40-dB con-
tour in the absence of a shadow zone.
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Figure 7-30. Calculated contours of sound pressure level around a five-row example
array for the one-third-octave band at 1000 Hz (a = 0.54 dB/100 m) [Shepherd and
Hubbard 1986]
A-Weighted Composite Spectra
The data of Figures 7-26 through 7-30 are derived for a few selected values of atmo-
spheric absorption; the figures show how the noises from individual turbines sum incoher-
ently for various arrays of machines. The particular absorption values used correspond to
conditions of 20°C ambient temperature and 70% relative humidity (see Figure 7-19). Fig-
ure 7-31 illustrates the effects of A-weighting the composite sound spectrum from the
example wind power station. Predicted sound spectra for the array are compared with
equivalent spectra for a single machine (Figure 7-24). At large distances, the midrange fre-
quencies dominate the A-weighted spectrum for both the single turbine and the array.
Receiver Response
Evaluating the effects of receivers" exposure to noise at various locations involves
determining people's responses to direct acoustic radiation as well as the acoustic and
vibrational environments inside buildings. The factors involved in such an evaluation are
shown in Figure 7-32 and are explained in detail in Stephens et al. [1982]. Noise radiated
by the wind turbine is propagated through the atmosphere to a receiver (a person or a
building). The characteristics of the receiver then determine the acoustic and the vibration
effects of the noise. The broadband and impulsive components of the acoustic response are
treated separately, and both may be significant. Background noise and building vibrations
must also be considered in evaluating people's responses to wind turbine noise.
If the wind turbine noise levels are below the corresponding background noise levels,
they will generally not be perceived; therefore, no adverse human response is expected.
When any noise level exceeds the threshold of perception, however, there is the potential
for community response, as indicated in Table 7-1 [ISO 1971]. The data in Table 7-1 were
derived from responses to noise sources other than wind turbines. Because there has been
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littleexperiencetodatewithcommunities'responsestowindturbines,theapplicabilityof
Table 7-1 is tentative. The substantial variations in background noise in terms of time and
location are complicating factors.
Perception thresholds for acoustic noise and structural vibrations were derived sepa-
rately. There are no known threshold criteria for combined effects, except in terms of the
quality of the ride in transportation vehicles [Stephens 1979].
Table 7-1. Estimated Community Response to Noise (ISO 1971)
Amount by which
Rated Noise Exceeds
Threshold Level
(dB)
Estimated Community Response
Category Description
0 None
5 Little
10 Medium
15 SU'ong
20 Very Strong
No observed reaction
Sporadic complaints
Widespread complaints
Threats of community action
Vigorous community action
Perception of Noise Outside Buildings
Evaluating people's responses to wind turbine noise outside buildings involves the
physical characteristics of the noise of the machines, the pertinent atmospheric phenom-
ena, and the ambient or outdoor background noise at the receiver's location. Both broad-
band and narrow-band noise components must be considered if they are present in the
noise spectrum.
In Figure 7-33, a one-third-octave band spectrum of broadband wind turbine noise is
compared with a one-third-octave band spectrum of typical background noise in a residen-
tial neighborhood. In this case, the background noise is the result of noises from numerous
distant sources, with no dominant specific source. Wind effects are also absent. Note that
the turbine noise levels are generally lower than the background noise levels, except at
1000 Hz, where they are about equal. In the laboratory, humans can just perceive the wind
turbine noise when exposed to the spectra of Figure 7-33. High-frequency wind turbine
noise is generally not perceived in laboratory tests when the turbine's one-third-octave
band levels are below the corresponding levels of background noise (which, in this case,
had small temporal fluctuations).
The same general findings apply to the perception of low-frequency impulsive noise.
A series of laboratory tests [Stephens et al. 1982; Shepherd 1985] were conducted to deter-
mine the detection thresholds of impulsive wind turbine noises in the presence of ambient
noise with a spectral shape similar to that in Figure 7-33. In contrast to the relatively sim-
ple detection model for higher-frequency noises, understanding the perception of low-
frequency impulsive noise requires that full account be taken of the blade passage
frequency of the wind turbine, the ambient noise spectrum, and the absolute hearing
threshold (because the human ear is relatively insensitive to low frequencies).
In addition to laboratory tests with sample spectra, field tests can be used to determine
thresholds of perception around wind turbines, including direcfivity effects. For example,
aural (hearing) detectability contours were determined for two large-scale HAWTs sur-
rounded by flat terrain. The results are shown in Figure 7-34.
In Figure 7-34, each data point represents observations of one or two people and
defines the distance at which the wind turbine noise is heard intermittently. The two aural
curves in the figure are then estimated from these observations and from a limited number
of sound pressure measurements. Both curves are foreshortened in the upwind direction
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and elongated in the downwind direction. With one exception, broadband noise was the
dominant component perceived for both HAWTs. For the downwind-rotor machine, low-
frequency impulses are the dominant component in the downwind direction. This accounts
for its longer downwind detection distance as compared with that of the upwind-rotor
turbine.
Background Noise
Because background noise is an important factor in determining people's responses to
wind turbine noise, it must be carefully accounted for in site measurements. Sources of
background noise are the wind itself; its interaction with structures, trees, and vegetation;
human activities; and, to a lesser extent, birds and animals. Natural wind noises are partic-
ularly important because they can mask wind turbine noise (the broadband spectra of both
are similar). Measuring background noise, at the same locations and with the same tec-
niques used for measuring wind turbine noise, is an integral part of assessing receiver
response.
Noise Exposure Inside Buildings
People who are exposed to wind turbine noise inside buildings experience a much dif-
ferent acoustic environment than do those outside. The transmitted noise is affected by the
mass and stiffness characteristics of the structure, its dynamic responses, and the dimen-
sions and layouts of the rooms. They may actually be more disturbed by the noise inside
their homes than they would be outside [Kelley et al. 1985]. Indoor background noise is
also a significant factor.
Data showing the reduction in outdoor noise provided by typical houses are given in
Figure 7-35 as a function of frequency. The hatched area shows experimental results
obtained from a number of sources [Stephens et al. 1982]. The noise reduction values of
the ordinate are the differences between indoor and outdoor levels. The most obvious con-
clusion here is that noise reductions are larger at higher frequencies. This implies that a
spectrum measured inside a house will have relatively less high-frequency content than
that measured outside. These data are derived from octave-band measurements but are
generally not sensitive to frequency bandwidth.
Very few data are available on outdoor-to-indoor noise reduction at the lowest fre-
quencies (below 50 Hz). In this range, the wavelengths are comparable to the dimensions
of the rooms, and there is no longer a diffuse sound field on the inside of the building.
Other complicating factors are low-frequency building resonances and air leaks. The inside
distribution of sound pressure can be nonuniform because of structure-borne sound, stand-
ing wave patterns, and cavity resonances in rooms, closets, and hallways.
Data relating to the noise-induced vibration responses of houses are summarized in
Figure 7-36, in which RMS acceleration levels are plotted as a function of external sound
pressure level. The trend lines for windows, walls, and floors are averaged from a large
number of test measurements on aircraft and helicopter noises, sonic booms, and wind tur-
bine noise.
Gradients and Resonances for Indoor Sound Pressure Levels
Large spatial variations in sound pressure level may occur within a house for uniform
external noise excitation. People moving within the house could be sensitive to these varia-
tions. Figure 7-37 illustrates the sound-pressure-level gradients in a hallway with various
combinations of open and closed doors. Noise was produced by a loudspeaker at a discrete
frequency of 21 Hz. This frequency represents the low-frequency noise components from
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wind turbines that would propagate efficiently through buildings. When doors to Rooms A
and B are both closed, there is a general decrease in sound pressure level with distance up
to the end of the hallway. When doors are open in various combinations, the hallway lev-
els are affected (in some cases, substantially). The changes in level that occur when doors
are opened are similar to what might occur for side-branch resonators in a duct.
Because of the way rooms are arranged in houses, it is possible that Helmholtz (cav-
ity) resonances may be excited at certain frequencies, depending on the volumes of the
rooms and whether doors are open or closed [Davis 1957; Ingard 1953]. Hubbard and
Shepherd [1986] present results of sound-pressure-level surveys conducted inside a room
during resonance. For this condition, the inside pressures were everywhere in phase and
tended to be a uniform level. This is in contrast to the large gradients observed in the
excitation of normal acoustic modes in a room [Knudsen and Harris 1978]. The latter
modes are excited at frequencies for which the acoustic half-wavelengths are comparable
to or less than the room dimensions, whereas Helmholtz resonance wavelengths are char-
acteristically large compared with the room dimensions. Rooms A and B both exhibit
Helmholtz resonance behavior at 21 Hz.
Coupling Noise Fields in Adjacent Rooms
As the sound-pressure-level gradients change in a hallway outside rooms according to
whether doors are open and closed (Figure 7-37), so also do the levels inside the rooms.
Figure 7-38 illus_ates the manner in which these changes occurred for the various test
conditions. Variations in sound pressure level are as high as 20 dB for a steady noise input,
both inside the rooms and in the hallway (Figure 7-37). This implies that a person might
experience a change in levels of this order of magnitude at a particular location, depending
on the doors, or as a function of location for a particular door arrangement. During the
tests, the highest sound pressure levels of Figure 7-38 could be readily heard; the lowest
levels were not audible.
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Figure 7-38. Effect of door positions on the maximum sound pressure levels in rooms
adjacent to a hallway excited by a loudspeaker (21 Hz) [Hubbard and Shepherd 1986]
Mechanical coupling between adjacent rooms may also excite acoustic resonances, as
indicated by data in Hubbard and Shepherd [1986]. One wall of a test room was mechani-
cally excited, and two response peaks were noted. One peak corresponded to the
Helmholtz mode of the room, and the other was the first structural mode of the wall. Mea-
sured sound-pressure-level gradients were small in both cases.
Perception of Building Vibrations
One of the common ways that a person might sense the noise-induced excitation of a
house is through slructural vibrations. This mode of observation is particularly significant
at low frequencies, below the threshold of normal hearing.
No standards are available for the threshold of perception of vibration by occupants of
buildings. Guidelines are available, however, that cover the frequency range from 0.063 to
80 Hz [Hubbard 1982; ISO 1987]. The appropriate perception data are reproduced in Fig-
ure 7-39. The hatched region in this figure shows the perception threshold data obtained in
a number of independent studies. Different investigators, using different measurement
techniques, subjects, and subject orientations, have obtained perception levels extending
over a range of about a factor of 10 in vibration amplitude. The composite guidelines of
Figure 7-39 are judged to be the best representation of the most sensitive cases from the
available data on whole-body vibration perception.
The two cross-hatched regions in Figure 7-39 are from the data of Kelley et al. [1985].
These are estimates of levels of vibration perceived in two different houses excited by
noise from the MOD-1 wind turbine. The latter data fit within the body of test data on
which the composite International Standards Organization guideline is based. Therefore,
they generally confirm the applicability of this guideline for structural vibrations induced
by wind turbine noise.
Note that, if measured vibration levels are not available, they can be estimated for typ-
ical house building elements from Figure 7-36, provided the external noise excitation lev-
els are known.
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Measuring Wind Turbine Noise
Wind turbine noise is measured to define source characteristics, to provide acoustic
information for environmental planning, and to validate compliance with existing ordi-
nances. It is important to use the appropriate equipment and measurement procedures and
acquire data under appropriate test conditions. Measuring noise from wind turbine genera-
tors is particularly difficult because of the adverse effects of the wind [Andersen and
Jakobsen 1983; Jakobsen and Andersen 1983]. As a result, a number of special considera-
tions are involved in selecting measurement locations and equipment and in recording and
analyzing data. This section presents some guidelines on each of these subjects.
To make meaningful comparisons of the noise outputs of different wind turbines and
evaluations of environmental noise control, it is necessary to have generally accepted stan-
dards of measurement. AWEA [1988] and IEA-WECS [1988] contain the results of early
work in the wind energy community to develop such standards. Both documents address
significant issues in the measurement of wind turbine noise.
To interpret acoustic measurements, it is usually necessary to simultaneously record
various nonacoustic quantities. Among these are wind speed and direction, ambient tem-
perature and relative humidity, rotor speed, power output, time of day and date, type of
vegetation and terrain, and cloud cover. Atmospheric turbulence (which is often difficult to
measure directly) may be inferred from this information.
Measuring Points
Most noise measurements other than those for research purposes are made to charac-
terize the radiated noise of a particular machine. This infers that all data should be
obtained far enough from the machine to be in the acoustic far field. For practical applica-
tions, the reference distance do should be approximately equal to the total height of a
HAWT or, in the case of a VAWT, the total height plus the rotor equatorial radius, as
illustrated in Figure 7-40 [IEA-WECS 1988]. The choice of a much greater distance for
measurement locations may not be acceptable because of the reduced signal-to-noise ratio
and because atmospheric attenuation and refraction effects can complicate the data
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interpretation. To ensure the best possible signal-to-noise ratio, the measurement points
should be as close to the source as possible without being in the acoustic near-field.
The number of measurement points needed can be determined by inspecting the polar
diagrams in Figures 7-6 and 7-7. The aerodynamic noise sources in wind turbines are not
highly directional, but the highest levels are usually in the upwind and downwind quad-
rants. A rather coarse azimuth spacing seems adequate to describe these aerodynamic radi-
ation patterns because they are generally symmetrical about the axis of rotation of the
machine. If a particular turbine produces significant mechanical noise, however, its radia-
tion pattern may be asymmetrical and highly directional.
Microphone Positions
An important consideration in laying out a measurement program is defining micro-
phone height above the ground. Placing the microphone at ear level is conceptually attrac-
tive because it should record what people hear. The disadvantage of this height is that the
data are more difficult to interpreL Figure 7-41 illustrates how the data for sound pressure
level may be affected by microphone height, and compares the data to results in free field
conditions (i.e. away from all reflecting surfaces). The solid curve represents a calculated
spectrum from a point source (such as a gear box) located 20 m above hard ground and
received at a microphone position 1.2 m above ground and 40 m from the source. These
maximum and minimum points represent interference patterns caused by differences in the
distances traveled by the direct sounds and those reflected from the ground surface. Under
ideal conditions (with no mean wind or turbulence and perfect ground reflection), the lev-
els vary alternately from 6 dB above free field values to very low values, For an assumed
incoherent ring source with a 20-m diameter (which represents the broadband aerodynamic
noises) the short-dash curve applies. For a microphone height of 1.2 m, the variation of
sound pressure level with frequency from a distributed source is less than that for a point
source but it is still significant.
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A measurement at the ground surface, however, gives a constant enhancement above
free field values that is 6 dB over the entire frequency range, as indicated by the line of
long dashes in Figure 7-41. Thus, it is common practice to place microphones at ground
level on a hard, reflecting surface (such as plywood) and then deduct 6 dB from all mea-
sured sound pressure levels. When there are very low-frequency components, calculations
suggest that microphone placement is not critical. The first dip in the spectra occurs at a
frequency well above that associated with low-frequency rotational harmonics, as shown
in Figure 7-5.
Acoustic Instrumentation
The requirements for acoustic instrumentation are derived from the type of measure-
ments to be performed and most directly from the frequency range of concern. For the fre-
quency range of 20 to 10,000 Hz, standardized equipment is available for detecting,
recording, and analyzing the acoustic signals. A number of different microphones with flat
frequency responses are available. Likewise, sound-level meters that meet existing acous-
tic standards are available for direct readout or for use as signal conditioners before tape
recording. Either frequency-modulated or direct-record tape systems may be used.
For cases where the frequency range of measurements must extend below 20 I-Iz,
some special items of equipment may be required. Although standard microphone systems
may be used, their frequency response is poor at the lowest frequencies. For increased
fidelity, special microphone systems may be required, along with special procedures to
minimize wind noise problems. A frequency-modulated tape recorder may also be
required, although some direct-record systems may be acceptable if the record speed is
slow and the playback speed is fast.
Because wind noise can fill much of the dynamic range of a tape recorder, it may be
expedient to use dual-channel recording. In this type of recording, a high-pass f'dter in one
of two tape recorder channels permits the simultaneous recording of low- and high-
frequency segments of the same noise signal. The improved signal-to-noise ratio of the
high-frequency segment enhances the signal processing.
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Windscreen Applications
Measured noise in the presence of wind is contaminated by various types of wind-
related noises. These include natural wind noise, or the noise of the wind originating from
atmospheric turbulence; microphone noise, caused by the aerodynamic wake of the micro-
phone or microphone windscreen; vegetation noise, caused by the interaction of the wind
with nearby vegetation such as trees, bushes, and ground cover; and noise from the aerody-
namic wakes of accessories such as a tripod or a nearby structure.
Because of the deleterious effects of the wind, windscreens are recommended to
reduce microphone noise for all measurements of wind turbine noise. Commercial wind-
screens of open-cell polyurethane foam are usually adequate for routine measurements at
or near ground level, where wind speeds are relatively low. For measurements above
ground, larger, customized windscreens may be necessary [Sutherland, Manfley, and
Brown 1987]. It is essential that the acoustic insertion loss of any windscreen be either
zero or known as a function of frequency, so that appropriate corrections may be made to
the measured data.
Wind noise is a particularly severe problem at the lowest frequencies. The ambient
(wind related) noise spectrum increases as frequency decreases, with the result that some
low-frequency wind turbine noise components may be submerged in the ambient noise at
the microphone location. In such situations, customized windscreens may help reduce the
low-frequency wind noise. Some special cross-correlation analysis techniques have also
been applied that use measurements from pairs of microphones [Bendat and Piersol 1980].
Little can be done to reduce noise from vegetation, other than to locate microphones
away from significant sources. Noise generated by the aerodynamic wakes of accessories
such as tripods may be reduced by streamlining these accessories.
Data Analyses
The data analyses required depend on the types of acoustic information required. If
A-weighted data are needed, they can be obtained directly from a sound-level meter or
from tape recordings and A-weighting filters. Statistical data can also be obtained directly
by means of a community noise analyzer or subsequently from tape recordings. Broadband
data are routinely produced from one-third-octave band analyses such as that illustrated in
Figure 7-8. Narrow-band analyses can be obtained with the aid of a wide range of fdter
bandwidths, the main requirement being that the bandwidth is small compared to fre-
quency intervals between discrete frequency components.
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